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Introduction to combinatorial optimization, Introduction to combinatorial optimization, 
modeling and complexity theorymodeling and complexity theory

I. Introduction to combinatorial optimization and graph theory I. Introduction to combinatorial optimization and graph theory 

1. Basics of Operations Research; Graph theory: basic notions1. Basics of Operations Research; Graph theory: basic notions

2. Simple graph algorithms, examples 2. Simple graph algorithms, examples 

3. Connectivity, shortest path problems, Ford algorithm. 3. Connectivity, shortest path problems, Ford algorithm. 

4. 4. DijkstraDijkstra, Bellman algorithms, applications in routing in Internet , Bellman algorithms, applications in routing in Internet 

5. Introduction to linear programming (LP), 5. Introduction to linear programming (LP), 

6. Modeling combinatorial problems through LP, exercises6. Modeling combinatorial problems through LP, exercises

II. Introduction to complexity theory II. Introduction to complexity theory 

1. Algorithmic complexity: notions and evaluation measures, examples 1. Algorithmic complexity: notions and evaluation measures, examples 

2. Problem complexity: decision problems, P and NP classes, polynomial reduction 2. Problem complexity: decision problems, P and NP classes, polynomial reduction 

3. NP3. NP--completeness, Cook’s Theorem, relation P vs. NP, examples, exercises completeness, Cook’s Theorem, relation P vs. NP, examples, exercises 

4. Pseudo4. Pseudo--polynomialitypolynomiality, dynamic programming, NP, dynamic programming, NP--complete problems in the strong sense,        complete problems in the strong sense,        
examples, exercisesexamples, exercises

History…History…

LéonardLéonard EULEREULER: 1707: 1707--17831783
 Seven Bridges ofSeven Bridges of KönigsbergKönigsberg Seven Bridges of Seven Bridges of KönigsbergKönigsberg

Charles BABBAGECharles BABBAGE: 1791: 1791--1871(1871(AdaAda LOVELACELOVELACE : : 
18151815--18521852))

Design of computers: Design of computers: Babbage sought a method by which Babbage sought a method by which 
mathematical tables could be calculated mechanically, mathematical tables could be calculated mechanically, 
removing the high rate of human error. removing the high rate of human error. 

Alan TURING: Alan TURING: 19121912--19541954
 The Turing machineThe Turing machine
 Decrypting the Enigma code (Decrypting the Enigma code (CombinatorialCombinatorial),),
 COLOSSUS:  one of the first computersCOLOSSUS:  one of the first computers
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History…History…

LéonidLéonid KANTOROVITCHKANTOROVITCH : 1912: 1912-- 19861986
 a pioneer of linear programming transport programa pioneer of linear programming transport program a pioneer of linear programming… transport program, a pioneer of linear programming… transport program, 

 Nobel price in economics (1975)Nobel price in economics (1975)

Georges Bernard DANTZIGGeorges Bernard DANTZIG : 1914: 1914-- 20052005
 Linear programmingLinear programming

Paul ERDOS and Alfred RENYIPaul ERDOS and Alfred RENYI

AlbertAlbert--LazloLazlo BARABASI, Claude BERGE, Ken APPEL BARABASI, Claude BERGE, Ken APPEL 
and Wolfgang HAKENand Wolfgang HAKENand Wolfgang HAKEN,and Wolfgang HAKEN,

Jack EDMONS, Bernard Roy, Paul ROBERTSON and Jack EDMONS, Bernard Roy, Paul ROBERTSON and 
Neil SEYMOUR, Robert TARJANNeil SEYMOUR, Robert TARJAN

Some problems of Operations Some problems of Operations 
ResearchResearch

Discrete combinatorial problemsDiscrete combinatorial problemsDiscrete combinatorial problemsDiscrete combinatorial problems
 Travelling salesman problem,Travelling salesman problem,
 Minimum spanning treeMinimum spanning tree

Continuous combinatorial problemsContinuous combinatorial problems
 Linear programming, Linear programming, 

Random problems Random problems 
 Queuing theoryQueuing theory
 Equipment replacementEquipment replacement

Competitive situationsCompetitive situations
 Game theoryGame theory
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Discrete combinatorial problemsDiscrete combinatorial problems
Travelling salesman problemTravelling salesman problem

TSP.  Given a set of n cities and a pairwise distance function TSP.  Given a set of n cities and a pairwise distance function 
d(u, v), is there a tour of length d(u, v), is there a tour of length  D?D?( , ), g( , ), g

All 13,509 cities in US with a population of at least 500
Reference:  http://www.tsp.gatech.edu

Discrete combinatorial problemsDiscrete combinatorial problems
Travelling salesman problemTravelling salesman problem

TSP.  Given a set of n cities and a pairwise distance function TSP.  Given a set of n cities and a pairwise distance function 
d(u, v), is there a tour of length d(u, v), is there a tour of length  D?D?( , ), g( , ), g

Optimal TSP tour
Reference:  http://www.tsp.gatech.edu
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Continuous combinatorial problemsContinuous combinatorial problems
Linear programmingLinear programming

Example. Example. Suppose that a farmer has a piece of farm land, say Suppose that a farmer has a piece of farm land, say AA square square 
kilometers large, to be planted with either wheat or cereals or some kilometers large, to be planted with either wheat or cereals or some 
combination of the twocombination of the twocombination of the two. combination of the two. 
The farmer has a limited permissible amount The farmer has a limited permissible amount FF of fertilizer and of fertilizer and PP of of 
insecticide which can be used, each of which is required in different amounts insecticide which can be used, each of which is required in different amounts 
per unit area for wheat (per unit area for wheat (FF1, 1, PP1) and cereals (1) and cereals (FF2, 2, PP2). 2). 
Let Let SS1 be the selling price of wheat, and 1 be the selling price of wheat, and SS2 the price of cereals produced per 2 the price of cereals produced per 
unity of planted area (one square kilometer). If we denote the area planted unity of planted area (one square kilometer). If we denote the area planted 
with wheat and cereals by with wheat and cereals by xx1 and 1 and xx2 respectively, then the optimal number of 2 respectively, then the optimal number of 
square kilometers to plant with wheat and cereals can be expressed as a square kilometers to plant with wheat and cereals can be expressed as a 
linear programming problem:linear programming problem:

maximize  maximize  (maximize the revenue)(maximize the revenue)
subject to: subject to: 

limit on total area) limit on total area) 

(limit on fertilizer) (limit on fertilizer) 

(limit on insecticide) (limit on insecticide) 

(cannot plant a negative area)(cannot plant a negative area)

Random problems Random problems 

Queuing theoryQueuing theory
 applications to (internet) network congestion;applications to (internet) network congestion;

 ordering the takeordering the take--off of aircraft.off of aircraft.

Equipment replacementEquipment replacement
D idi th l t d t f i tD idi th l t d t f i t Deciding the replacement date for equipments Deciding the replacement date for equipments 
with given failure probability.with given failure probability.
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Game Game theorytheory

Game Game theorytheory
 InIn mathematics,mathematics, game theorygame theory models strategic models strategic 

situations, orsituations, or gamesgames, in which an individual's , in which an individual's 
success in making choices depends on the success in making choices depends on the 
choices of others (Myerson, 1991).choices of others (Myerson, 1991).

Why using graphs?Why using graphs?

a

b

c

d

Seven bridges of Königsberg

Given the above graph, is it possible to construct a path (or a cycle, i.e. a path
starting and ending on the same vertex) which visits each edge exactly once?
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Basic definitionsBasic definitions

Directed Graphs, undirected graphsDirected Graphs, undirected graphs

Walks/chains, cycles, paths, directed Walks/chains, cycles, paths, directed 
paths, paths, cocyclescocycles,,

Particular graphsParticular graphs

Independent set, clique…Independent set, clique…

Basic definitionsBasic definitions
A A directed graphdirected graph or or digraphdigraph is a pair is a pair GG= (= (XX, , UU) of:) of:
 a set a set XX, whose elements are called , whose elements are called verticesvertices or or nodes,nodes,

tt UU f d d i f ti ll df d d i f ti ll d di t d ddi t d d a set a set UU of ordered pairs of vertices, called of ordered pairs of vertices, called arcsarcs, , directed edgesdirected edges, or , or 
arrowsarrows. . 

It differs from an ordinary, or undirected graph in that the latter one is It differs from an ordinary, or undirected graph in that the latter one is 
defined in terms of edges, which are unordered pairs of vertices.defined in terms of edges, which are unordered pairs of vertices.

AA valuatedvaluated graphgraph isis GG == (X,(X, U,U, v)v) wherewhere (X,(X, U)U) isis aa graphgraph
andand vv anan applicationapplication fromfrom UU toto RR (real(real numbers)numbers)..

Successors,Successors, predecessors,predecessors, vertexvertex degreesdegrees……
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Basic definitionsBasic definitions
A A walkwalk ((chainchain)) isis an an alternatingalternating sequencesequence of of verticesvertices and and edgesedges, , beginningbeginning

and and endingending withwith a vertex, a vertex, wherewhere eacheach vertex vertex isis incident to incident to bothboth the the edgeedge thatthat

precedesprecedes itit and the and the edgeedge thatthat followsfollows itit in the in the sequencesequence, and , and wherewhere the the 

verticesvertices thatthat precedeprecede and and followfollow an an edgeedge are the end are the end verticesvertices of of thatthat edgeedge. A . A 

walkwalk isis closedclosed if if itsits first and last first and last verticesvertices are the are the samesame ((calledcalled a a cycle)cycle), and , and 

openopen if if theythey are are differentdifferent ((calledcalled a a pathpath).).

AA trailtrail is a walk in which all the edges are distinct;is a walk in which all the edges are distinct;

The The lengthlength ll of a of a walkwalk isis the the numbernumber of of edgesedges thatthat itit uses. uses. 

A A directeddirected pathpath isis whenwhen edgesedges “have the “have the samesame orientation”orientation”

A A directeddirected cycle: cycle: withoutwithout the the arrowsarrows, , itit isis justjust a cycle. a cycle. 

A A pathpath isis simple (simple (respresp. . elementaryelementary)), , meaningmeaning thatthat no no verticesvertices ((respresp. no . no 

edgesedges) are ) are repeatedrepeated..

A graph A graph isis acyclicacyclic if if itit containscontains no cycles; no cycles; 

A A pathpath or cycle or cycle isis HamiltonianHamiltonian ((respresp. . EulerianEulerian)) if if itit uses all uses all verticesvertices ((respresp. . 

edgesedges) ) exactlyexactly once. once. 

ConnectivityConnectivity
Simple Simple ConnectivityConnectivity: connected component: connected component

StrongStrong ConnectivityConnectivity: strong connected component: strong connected componentStrong Strong ConnectivityConnectivity: strong connected component: strong connected component

A

H

I

J

B C D

E F

G K

L M N

Reduced Graph:Reduced Graph:

L M N

A

L

B , C D , E , F

G , K

M , N

H , I , J
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Connectivity and strong Connectivity and strong 
connectivity relationsconnectivity relations

An An equivalence relationequivalence relation is a binary relation on a set is a binary relation on a set 
th t ifi h t lit (i titi ) th t i tth t ifi h t lit (i titi ) th t i tthat specifies how to split up (i.e. partition) the set into that specifies how to split up (i.e. partition) the set into 
subsets such that every element of the larger set is in subsets such that every element of the larger set is in 
exactly one of the subsets. exactly one of the subsets. 
 reflexivereflexive, , symmetricsymmetric and and transitivetransitive..

equivalence class ofequivalence class of xx in in EE , denoted R(x), is given by: , denoted R(x), is given by: 
R(x)={y: xRy}.R(x)={y: xRy}.

What canWhat can--we say about connectivity and strong we say about connectivity and strong 
connectivity relations?connectivity relations?

Associated graphsAssociated graphs

S b hS b h ii b hb hSubgraphSubgraph, spanning , spanning subgraphsubgraph, , 

Induced Induced subgraphsubgraph

Complementary graphComplementary graph

1

5
4
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Particular GraphsParticular Graphs
Forest is a graph without cycleForest is a graph without cycle

A B F H

Tree is a connected graph without cycle Tree is a connected graph without cycle 

A

B

B

C

E

B

F H

GD

7 6 8

 Spanning treeSpanning tree

1 2 3 4 5

7 6 8
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ExerciseExercise

Let G be a non oriented graph with n vertices and m edges. The edges of G Let G be a non oriented graph with n vertices and m edges. The edges of G 
are noted u1, u2 .. um. are noted u1, u2 .. um. GiGi=(V, =(V, EiEi), is the graph created with the edges ), is the graph created with the edges 

ΦΦu1, u2 .. u1, u2 .. uiui. Let us write : G0= (V, . Let us write : G0= (V, ΦΦ).).

Question 1. How many connected components of G0 are there ?Question 1. How many connected components of G0 are there ?

Question 2. Let us note C(Question 2. Let us note C(GiGi) the number of connected components of ) the number of connected components of GiGi. . 
Show that Show that 

C(C(GiGi) = C(Gi) = C(Gi--1) or C(1) or C(GiGi) = C(Gi) = C(Gi--1) 1) –– 1.1.

Question 3 Interpret the case where C(Question 3 Interpret the case where C(GiGi) = C(Gi) = C(Gi--1) then the case where1) then the case whereQuestion 3. Interpret the case where C(Question 3. Interpret the case where C(GiGi)  C(Gi)  C(Gi 1), then the case where 1), then the case where 
C(C(GiGi) = C(Gi) = C(Gi--1) 1) ––1.1.

Question 4. Show that a connected graph has at least nQuestion 4. Show that a connected graph has at least n--1 edges.1 edges.

Question 5. Show that a graph without any cycles has at the most nQuestion 5. Show that a graph without any cycles has at the most n--1 1 
edges.edges.
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Particular GraphsParticular Graphs
In graph theory, an In graph theory, an arborescencearborescence is a directed graph in is a directed graph in 
which, for a vertex which, for a vertex vv called the root and any other vertex called the root and any other vertex 

there is e actl one directed path fromthere is e actl one directed path from totouu, there is exactly one directed path from , there is exactly one directed path from vv to to uu. . 
1

2 3 4

5 6 7

AA bipartitebipartite graphgraph isis aa graphgraph whosewhose verticesvertices cancan bebe
divideddivided intointo twotwo disjointdisjoint setssets UU andand VV suchsuch thatthat everyeverydivideddivided intointo twotwo disjointdisjoint setssets UU andand VV suchsuch thatthat everyevery
edgeedge connectsconnects aa vertexvertex inin UU toto oneone inin VV;;

1

2

3

4

5

A

B

C

D

E

Particular GraphsParticular Graphs
In graph theory, a In graph theory, a planar graphplanar graph is a graph which can be is a graph which can be 
embedded in the plane, i.e., it can be drawn on the embedded in the plane, i.e., it can be drawn on the 
plane in s ch a a that its edges intersect onl at theirplane in s ch a a that its edges intersect onl at theirplane in such a way that its edges intersect only at their plane in such a way that its edges intersect only at their 
endpoints. endpoints. 1

2 3

4

Graph of 3 entreprises () Complete Graph of 5 vertices ()
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Coding a graphCoding a graph

AdjacencyAdjacency MatrixMatrix

2 3

1

1 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0

4

0 0 1 0 

Coding a graphCoding a graph

 dd•• SuccessorSuccessor queuequeue  andand 

Exercise: Exercise: Write an algorithm which allows the passage from the successor Write an algorithm which allows the passage from the successor 
queue to the adjacency matrix. queue to the adjacency matrix. 
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Algorithm’s evaluation (I)Algorithm’s evaluation (I)
An algorithm: a set of instructions describing how some An algorithm: a set of instructions describing how some 
task can be achieved or a problem can be solved.task can be achieved or a problem can be solved.

A i th t ti l i l t ti f l ithA i th t ti l i l t ti f l ith A program is the computational implementation of an algorithm. A program is the computational implementation of an algorithm. 

Any algorithm is composed of two main stages: Any algorithm is composed of two main stages: 
initialization and computing one initialization and computing one 
The complexity parameter is the size data n The complexity parameter is the size data n (binary coding).(binary coding).

Definition:Definition:Definition:Definition:
Let be Let be n>0n>0 and and T(n)T(n) the running time of an algorithm expressed in the running time of an algorithm expressed in 
terms of  the size data terms of  the size data nn, , T(n)T(n) is of is of O(f(n))O(f(n)) iffiff  nn00 and some and some 
constant constant cc such that:such that:
n n  nn00,, we have we have T(n) T(n)  c f(n).c f(n).

If f(n) is a polynomial then the algorithm is of polynomial complexity.If f(n) is a polynomial then the algorithm is of polynomial complexity.

Study the complexity in the worst case.Study the complexity in the worst case.

Algorithm’s evaluation (II) Algorithm’s evaluation (II) 
exampleexample

Given N numbers aGiven N numbers a11, a, a22, .., a, .., ann in {1,…, K}.in {1,…, K}.

The algorithm MIN finds the minimum valueThe algorithm MIN finds the minimum valueThe algorithm MIN finds the minimum value.The algorithm MIN finds the minimum value.
Algorithm MINAlgorithm MIN

BeginBegin
for for ii=1 to n read =1 to n read aaii;;
B:=aB:=a11, j:=1;, j:=1;
for for ii=2 to n do :=2 to n do :

if B=1 then j:=n;if B=1 then j:=n;
elseifelseif aaii < B then< B thenii

begin  begin  
j:=j:=ii;;
B:=B:=aaII;;

end;end;
write : the min value is write : the min value is aajj;;

End.End.
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Exercises (I)Exercises (I)

ExerciceExercice 1 :1 :

Prove KOENIG's lemma : it is always possible to extractProve KOENIG's lemma : it is always possible to extractProve KOENIG s lemma : it is always possible to extract, Prove KOENIG s lemma : it is always possible to extract, 
from a (directed) path going from from a (directed) path going from ii to j, a simple path to j, a simple path 
going from going from ii to j. to j. 

ExerciceExercice 2 :2 :

Which methods would you suggest to code a graph Which methods would you suggest to code a graph 
using a computer ?using a computer ?

Exercises (II)Exercises (II)
Exercice  :Exercice  :

TwoTwo methodsmethods for for codingcoding a graph a graph usingusing a computer are the a computer are the followingfollowing
: the : the adjacencyadjacency matrixmatrix A and the A and the successorsuccessor queue queue withwith the tables the tables 
ALPHA1, ALPHA2 and BETA. The ALPHA1, ALPHA2 and BETA. The associatedassociated matrixmatrix est est defineddefined by by 
: A = (: A = (aijaij) ) withwith aijaij = 1 if the = 1 if the edgeedge ((i,ji,j) ) belongsbelongs to U and  to U and  aijaij =0 =0 
otherwiseotherwise. The . The successorsuccessor queue BETA queue BETA isis the the successorsuccessor table, table, withwith
the the successorssuccessors of the vertex I of the vertex I locatedlocated betweenbetween the the addressesaddresses
ALPHA1(I) and ALHPA2(I) in the table BETA, (in the lecture ALPHA1(I) and ALHPA2(I) in the table BETA, (in the lecture onlyonly
one table ALPHA one table ALPHA waswas seenseen).).

DetermineDetermine the tables A, ALPHA1, ALPHA2 and BETA for the the tables A, ALPHA1, ALPHA2 and BETA for the 
followingfollowing graph :graph :

1 2

4
5

3
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Exercises (III)Exercises (III)

WriteWrite and and algorithmalgorithm whichwhich allowsallows the passage the passage fromfrom the the successorsuccessor
queue to the queue to the associatedassociated matrixmatrix. . WhatWhat isis the the complexitycomplexity of of thisthis
algorithmalgorithm??

WriteWrite an an algorithmalgorithm whichwhich allowsallows the passage the passage fromfrom the the associatedassociated
matrixmatrix to the to the successorsuccessor queue. queue. WhatWhat isis the the complexitycomplexity of of thisthis
algorithmalgorithm??

DetermineDetermine thethe numbernumber ofof edgesedges of aof a completecomplete undirectedundirected graphgraph withwithDetermineDetermine the the numbernumber of of edgesedges of a of a completecomplete undirectedundirected graph graph withwith
n n verticesvertices..

ExplainExplain whywhy, if G=(X,E) , if G=(X,E) isis an an undirectedundirected graph graph withoutwithout anyany loopsloops, , 
the the sumsum of the of the degreesdegrees isis equalequal to to twotwo times the times the numbernumber of of edgesedges of of 
the graph.the graph.

Basic definitionsBasic definitions

An An independent setindependent set or or stable setstable set is a set of vertices in a graph is a set of vertices in a graph 
no two of which are adjacent. The size of an independent set is no two of which are adjacent. The size of an independent set is 
the n mber of ertices it contains (the n mber of ertices it contains ( (G))(G))the number of vertices it contains (the number of vertices it contains ((G))(G))..
 A maximal independent set is an independent set such that adding A maximal independent set is an independent set such that adding 

any other node to the set forces the set to contain an edge.any other node to the set forces the set to contain an edge.

AA cliqueclique inin anan undirectedundirected graphgraph G,G, isis aa setset ofof verticesvertices V,V, suchsuch thatthat
forfor everyevery twotwo verticesvertices inin V,V, therethere existsexists anan edgeedge connectingconnecting thethe
twotwo.. ee

A A cliqueclique in a graph G corresponds to a stable in its complementary graph and vicein a graph G corresponds to a stable in its complementary graph and vice--versa.versa.
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Basic definitionsBasic definitions

SomeSome graphgraph GG isis calledcalled cc--chromaticchromatic ifif itsits verticesvertices cancan
bebe coloredcolored withwith cc colorscolors suchsuch thatthat nono twotwo adjacentadjacentbebe coloredcolored withwith cc colorscolors suchsuch thatthat nono twotwo adjacentadjacent
verticesvertices havehave thethe samesame colorcolor.. Similarly,Similarly, anan edgeedge
coloringcoloring assignsassigns aa colorcolor toto eacheach edgeedge soso thatthat nono twotwo
adjacentadjacent edgesedges shareshare thethe samesame colorcolor..

Conjecture of 4 colors (1875 Pertersen) : “all planar graphs are 4-chromatic” 

Four colors theorem Four colors theorem 
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ExercisesExercises

Bipartite graph and Bipartite graph and bicolorationbicoloration

Minimum Minimum costcost spanningspanning treetree

Study of the kernel of a directed graph. Study of the kernel of a directed graph. 

Bipartite graph and Bipartite graph and bicolorationbicoloration (I)(I)
Algorithme BIPAR(G) :Algorithme BIPAR(G) :

{{--11-- Initialisation}Initialisation}

Read a Read a connectedconnected graph G=(X,U); {graph G=(X,U); {initiallyinitially, no vertex , no vertex isis coloured}coloured}

colourcolour the vertex 1 in the vertex 1 in redred;;

initialise the initialise the booleanboolean variable BIPARTI to TRUE.variable BIPARTI to TRUE.

{{--22-- ExaminationExamination of the coloured of the coloured verticesvertices}}

WhileWhile a non a non examinedexamined, coloured vertex i , coloured vertex i existsexists dodo

BeginBegin

If i If i isis redred thenthen for for eacheach neighbourneighbour j of i do j of i do 

BeginBegin

if j if j isis redred thenthen BIPARTI=FALSEBIPARTI=FALSE

if j if j isis non coloured non coloured thenthen colourcolour j in greenj in green

EndEndEndEnd

elseelse { i { i isis thereforetherefore green } for green } for eacheach neighbourneighbour j of i doj of i do

BeginBegin

if j if j isis green green thenthen BIPARTI=FALSEBIPARTI=FALSE

if j if j isis non coloured non coloured thenthen colourcolour j in j in redred

EndEnd

EndEnd

{{--33-- ExitingExiting the the algorithmalgorithm} : If BIPARTI = TRUE } : If BIPARTI = TRUE thenthen writewrite "G "G isis bipartite", bipartite", elseelse "G "G isis not bipartite".not bipartite".
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Bipartite graph and Bipartite graph and bicolorationbicoloration (II)(II)
Question 1: Question 1: ApplyApply the the algorithmalgorithm to the graphs G1 et G2.Show the to the graphs G1 et G2.Show the colourscolours for for eacheach iterationiteration of of 

the the looploop..

1

2

3

6

7

1
2

3

6

Question 2: Question 2: WeWe shallshall code the graph G=(X,U) code the graph G=(X,U) usingusing the the associatedassociated matrixmatrix A, in A, in otherother wordswords if if 
((i,ji,j) ) isis an an edgeedge of the graph, of the graph, thenthen aijaij = = ajiaji =1 , =1 , otherwiseotherwise aijaij =0.=0.

(a) (a) WhichWhich extra tables extra tables willwill bebe necessarynecessary for BIPAR(G) ?for BIPAR(G) ?

(b) (b) WhatWhat isis the the resultingresulting complexitycomplexity of the of the algorithmalgorithm ? ? ExplainExplain..

Question 3: Propose, in Question 3: Propose, in detaildetail, a , a betterbetter data structure. data structure. WhatWhat doesdoes the the complexitycomplexity becomebecome ? ? 
ExplainExplain. . 

45 4

5

7

G1 G2

pp

Question 4: (This question Question 4: (This question isis independantindependant of the of the algorithmalgorithm) Show ) Show thatthat a graph a graph isis bipartite if and bipartite if and 
onlyonly if if itit isis bicolourablebicolourable..

Question 5: (This question Question 5: (This question isis independantindependant of the of the algorithmalgorithm))

Show Show thatthat a bipartite graph a bipartite graph containscontains no cycle no cycle whichwhich has an has an oddodd lengthlength..

Question 6: Question 6: WhatWhat are the are the propertiesproperties of of verticesvertices coloured in coloured in redred and green and green duringduring the the algorithmalgorithm. . 
ExplainExplain. . WhereWhere doesdoes the the factfact thatthat the graph the graph isis connectedconnected come come intointo playplay ??

Question 7: Question 7: ProveProve the the validityvalidity of the of the algorithmalgorithm. . DeduceDeduce the the reciprocalreciprocal of question 5 in the case of question 5 in the case 
of of connectedconnected graphs.graphs.

Minimum Minimum costcost spanningspanning treetree (I)(I)
KRUKSAL'sKRUKSAL's algorithmalgorithm determinesdetermines a a spanningspanning treetree of minimal of minimal costcost. . 

It It shallshall bebe assumedassumed thatthat the the costscosts are all distinct. are all distinct. 

KRUSKAL KRUSKAL USUS
{{conventionallyconventionally, the , the edgeedge eLeL isis writtenwritten eLeL = [I, J] = [I, J] withwith I I strictlystrictly smallersmaller thanthan J} J} 
Start Start 

Index the Index the edgesedges in in orderorder of of increasingincreasing costcost: v (e1) ≤ v (e2) ≤ ... ≤ v (: v (e1) ≤ v (e2) ≤ ... ≤ v (emem) ) 
For H: = 1, N do CONNEXE(H): =H;For H: = 1, N do CONNEXE(H): =H;

K: = 1; (the K: = 1; (the subgraphsubgraph isis initiallyinitially emptyempty) ) 
For L: = 1, M do For L: = 1, M do 
Start Start 

set set eLeL = [I, J]; = [I, J]; 
If (CONNEXE(I) If (CONNEXE(I) differentdifferent to CONNEXE(J)) to CONNEXE(J)) thenthen
Start Start 

AUXI= CONNEXE(J); AUXI= CONNEXE(J); 

fKfK=[I, J] (=[I, J] (fKfK isis put put intointo the  the  subgraphsubgraph) ) 

K:= K+1;K:= K+1;
For H: = 1, N do For H: = 1, N do 
If (CONNEXE(H) = AUXI) If (CONNEXE(H) = AUXI) thenthen CONNEXE(H):= CONNEXE(I) CONNEXE(H):= CONNEXE(I) 
End End 

EndEnd
EndEnd
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Minimum Minimum costcost spanningspanning treetree (II)(II)
Question 1:Question 1: Run the algorithm on the graph above : draw the successive Run the algorithm on the graph above : draw the successive subgraphssubgraphs

and the eleven successive values of the CONNEXE table obtained before each and the eleven successive values of the CONNEXE table obtained before each 
iteration the outer loop. iteration the outer loop. 

63

Question 2:Question 2: Evaluate the complexity of the algorithm in function of N and M. Two types Evaluate the complexity of the algorithm in function of N and M. Two types 

1

2

4

7

5

3

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

11

of iterations in the loop shall be distinguished.of iterations in the loop shall be distinguished.

Question 3Question 3 (this question is independent of the algorithm)  (this question is independent of the algorithm)  Reminder : this is the case Reminder : this is the case 
where all the costs are distinct.where all the costs are distinct.

Show that a spanning tree has a minimum cost Show that a spanning tree has a minimum cost iffiff the intersection of each the intersection of each cocyclecocycle
of G and the tree contains the edge of minimum cost of this of G and the tree contains the edge of minimum cost of this cocycle.cocycle.

Question 4:Question 4: Show that the algorithm determines the spanning tree of minimal cost. Show that the algorithm determines the spanning tree of minimal cost. 


